RG6045: Greiner, Loren

Reel 1:
Near Valentine
Near Niobrara
Camp/Truck scenes
[Denton, c.1935]

Reel 2:
Camp scenes
Bison
[Denton, c.1936]

Reel 3:
Peacock
Deer
Bison
Camp scenes
[Bridgeport, c.1937]

Reel 4:
Deer
Bison
Playing cards
[Denton, c.1937]

Reel 5:
Woman picking apples
Garden
Family scenes
[Bridgeport, c.1938]

Reel 6:
Geese (“Mr. Sweet’s duck and goose pond”)
[Bridgeport, c.1939]

Reel 7:
“S.B. Humpfrey Family”
Family scenes: Baseball, bicycle, dog, horse, pet rats
[Bridgeport, c.1939]

Reel 8:
Oil derrick
Small girl
Football game (Nebraska at Memorial Stadium)
Boy on bicycle
[Bridgeport, c.1942]